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It is announced for general information that in exercise of the powers conferred by Section 131 of the Constitution of Swaziland, 2005, the following persons have been appointed as members of the Parliamentary Service Board:

1. CHARLES SGAYOYO MAGONGO
2. SENATOR CHIEF GELANE ZWANE
3. HONOURABLE MARWICK KHUMALO
4. TONY MGANGUBOVU COSTER
5. PROFESSOR LYDIA MAKHUBU
6. JOSHUA MNDZEBELE
7. CLERK TO PARLIAMENT - AS SECRETARY/EX OFFICIO MEMBER

The appointment of the Board shall be deemed to have come into force on the 8th August 2006.

THUS SIGNED AT MBABANE THIS 16TH DAY OF AUGUST, 2006.

A. T. Dlamini
PRIME MINISTER OF SWAZILAND
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